
Custom Playgrounds
Play to your imagination.





      How do  
   you imagine  
         play?

Landscape Structures can help you create your own signature playground. With more creativity and superior 

capabilities under our roof, you’ll see your image of play become an amazing reality.

Our approach to custom playgrounds is as individual as your imagination. Everything in our design process  

is driven by your goals and singular idea. What Landscape Structures offers is a wealth of experience creating 

destination playgrounds of every size and composition.

It all starts by learning about your vision, then working collaboratively with you to make it real. Begin your  

signature adventure today. Contact your local Landscape Structures playground consultant or visit playlsi.com  

to see even more incredible custom ideas.
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Destination playgrounds come in all shapes and sizes, signatures and styles. Whatever your concept may 

be—showcasing community history or distinct topography, realizing an original theme, incorporating a variety of 

materials—our extensive experience and broad creative range can help bring it to life.

What does custom design mean to you?
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Materials  From metal and concrete 

to cables and environmentally friendly 

options, we have experience working 

with a variety of standard and non-

traditional materials, all with amazing 

results. We can design with specific 

materials in mind, or select the right 

materials for your particular design.

Color, Signage and Surfacing  Choose  

a color scheme that represents your  

school, athletic team or the playground  

environment. Blend in, stand out. Make a 

vivid statement. Set your playground apart 

with a personalized sign featuring your 

park’s name and logo, retelling local history 

or inviting kids on a scavenger hunt. Install 

a unique surfacing design to give your play 

area a one-of-a-kind look.

Landscape  We can help you find unique ways to  

incorporate play into your distinctive landscape design, 

whether it’s sliding down a berm, crossing over a stream 

or wrapping around an embankment.

Iconic  Send kids on playful  

exploration through regional flora 

and fauna, local history or inspired 

fantasy. This is your chance to  

create a play experience that’s 

never been seen before and is  

totally out of this world!



Creation

Glen Eira Sports 
and Aquatic Centre, 
Victoria, Australia

Inspiration



Listen  Whether it’s on the phone, in online 

meetings, at site visits or via collaborative  

discussions and brainstorming, we get to 

know you, your community and your goals.

Define  As we explore your signature  

vision, we’ll work with you to define specific 

goals, steps and timelines.

Shape  Now our collaboration really  

begins to take shape as we focus on how 

the play environment looks and feels,  

what the experience should be, and  

which components will make it happen.

Build  We’ll engineer and manufacture  

your entire playsystem to the highest  

environmental and quality standards,  

then work with you all the way through 

installation.

Experience  Landscape Structures’  

materials and processes are of the highest 

quality, complying with—and often surpassing—

all safety standards. Together, we can create 

an iconic play environment that will engage 

your community for decades. 
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During our long history of creating exceptional signature play environments, 

the following process has taken shape. Even so, each step tends to take on a life 

of its own in order to best reflect the distinct vision and goals you have for your 

destination playground. Count on the Landscape Structures design team and 

your playground consultant to guide you through every step in the process.

Together, we make it happen.



A personalized process.
The Landscape Structures process is designed to exceed your expectations. Our extensive experience in creating 

custom play environments provides you with design expertise and unique manufacturing capabilities. And because 

we’re the only playground equipment manufacturer to perform all of our design, engineering and manufacturing  

in-house, every step is carefully achieved under our watchful eye.
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures has been committed to enhancing children’s lives by fostering and creating inspiring play experiences while honoring the environment. We create innovative  
playground equipment to inspire children to grow strong bodies and minds so their futures remain bright. And to further ensure a better tomorrow, we are sensitive to the environment through 

manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the earth. Our goal from day one has been to foster healthy children playing in healthy communities year after year, generation after generation.
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